
MATERIALS:
* Stencils - Northern and Southern
* Concrete Paint (Note: This is Special Paint)
* Paint Brushes and Paint Cups
* Drop Cloth
* Rags
** Tape and Chalk 
* Orange Cones

DIRECTIONS:

Note: Stencils should be handled by two people at all times.
1.    Chat with Lannie about placement.
2.    Sweep concrete very, very well.
3.    Locate North using the compass on your mobile phone and mark with chalk.
4.    Place Northern hemisphere of compass rose on concrete and tape outter edges down.4.    Place Northern hemisphere of compass rose on concrete and tape outter edges down.
5.    Mark dots with chalk. This will allow you to align the Northern and Southern stencils.
6.    Paint colors as shown above on Northern side, making sure paint does not seep 
       under the stencil.
7.    Place stencil on a clean drop cloth located on a flat surface and gently clean off paint.
8.    After paint dries align holes in Southern stencil with chalk holes.  
9.    Repeat process with Southern stencil.
10.  Place cones and caution tape to protect your work till it dries.10.  Place cones and caution tape to protect your work till it dries.
11.  When both stencils are dry, roll up and place back in the box.

COMPASS ROSE



MATERIALS:

* Concrete Paint (Note: This is Special Paint)
* Paint Brushes and Paint Cups
* String Line for Circles
* Pieces of Cardboard to Make Templates
* Chalk
* Rags* Rags
* Ruler and Straight Edge

DIRECTIONS:

1. Chat with Lannie about placement.
2.   Sweep concrete very, very well.
3.   Think about:
    Squaring all maps / lines to the edge of the concrete or building
                 Making lines that are straight and uniform with a singular width
         Circles and squares that are uniform in size and shape
  Circles and squares are large enough for a teacher to write in with chalk
4.  Layout map in chalk first and then paint in the color of your choice (one  to two colors
     per map).
5.  Do as many maps as time allows.  
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THINKING MAPS


	12 -Compass Rose
	12 -Thinking Maps

